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Having read the ISRM Suggested Method ‘‘A failure cri-

terion for rocks based on true triaxial testing’’ [3], I believe

that it can be improved in several places. My comments

and suggestions for modification or change are as follows:

1. When writing about the linear version of Mogi’s

failure criterion (Eq. 2) in Section 3, the authors did

not mention that formulae which relate the parameters

a and b to cohesion, angle of internal friction and

uniaxial compressive strength (Eqs. 3a–4b) are valid

only for the axisymmetric state of stress. This omission

may be misleading to readers who are not experts on

the failure criteria for rocks. In order to avoid possible

misinterpretations or misunderstandings, it would be

better to state expressis verbis that Eqs. (3a)–(4b)

apply only in the case where r2 = r3 and soct in Eq.

(2) is equal to
ffiffi

2
p

3
r1 � r3ð Þ (for details see 1).

Consequently, the remarks on the dependence of the

angle of internal friction on intermediate principal

stress, given in the closing paragraph of Section 3,

although true, become inappropriate and unnecessary

in that particular place.

2. In the paragraph which starts with ‘‘Some 25 years

later, Haimson and Chang (2000) tested the strength

and deformability of Westerly granite…’’ in Section 2,

the authors write: ‘‘They derived an experiment-based

true triaxial failure criterion for the granite which was

similar to Mogi’s.’’ I find this statement somewhat

imprecise. In my opinion, it should read as follows:

‘‘When looking for a failure criterion capable of fitting

their true triaxial compression test results, they found

that their data follow the same relationship between

soct and rm,2 as that which was originally disclosed by

Mogi.’’

3. When commenting on Mogi’s power-law failure

criterion at the beginning of Section 3, the authors

write that ‘‘… there is no obvious direct correlation

between the two constants [A and n] and known rock

mechanical properties.’’ This statement is inaccurate.

In fact, the following relationship occurs:

A ¼ 2nþ0:5C1�n
o

3
ð1Þ

where Co is the uniaxial compressive strength.

4. The observation formulated in the first paragraph of

Section 4 that: ‘‘All test results plotted in the form of

soct as a function of rm,2 are best fitted by a power

function…’’ is disputable. As I showed in a review

paper written for the International Workshop on the

True Triaxial Testing of Rocks, Beijing, October 17,

2011 [5], it is not always the case that Mogi’s power-

law criterion gives the best fit to the experimental data.

Depending on the rock type and other factors like, for

example, the range of the values of r2 and r3, other

criteria (e.g. linear Mogi criterion or Zhang & Zhu

criterion) may be more suitable to describe the

relationship between soct and rm,2 at strength failure.

5. The reservation stated in Section 4 that a practical

limitation of the Mogi criterion (soct = f(rm,2)) is that

it requires the use of a true triaxial testing apparatus is

disputable as well. It has already been well established

experimentally that this criterion fits empirical data

from the conventional triaxial compression (CTC) tests

and from true triaxial compression (TTC) tests equally

well (for example, see Figs. 1, 2 where the results of
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CTC and TTC tests carried out by 7, 8 and 2 on

samples of Dunham dolomite and Westerly granite,

respectively, were fitted, separately, using the same

Mogi’s power-law failure criterion). Therefore, it is

not absolutely necessary to carry out the TTC tests in

order to determine the values of parameters A and

n (power-law criterion) or a and b (linear criterion).

The values of these parameters can be determined

based on the results of much simpler CTC tests. Then,

after being incorporated into Mogi’s criterion, they

may serve to assess the ultimate strength of rocks

under both axisymmetric and asymmetric stress con-

ditions. Note, how remarkably high the goodness of fit

is and how close to each other are the values of the

parameter n estimated as a result of fitting, separately,

the CTC test data (Figs. 1a, 2a), the TTC test data

(Figs. 1b, 2b) and the combined data sets from the

CTC and the TTC tests (Figs. 1c, 2c).

6. If the above mentioned feature of the Mogi failure

criterion is taken into account, the title of the

Suggested Method ‘‘A Failure of Criterion for Rocks

Based on True Triaxial Testing’’ becomes somewhat

inappropriate. I would, therefore, like to suggest that it

be modified to read as follows: ‘‘The Mogi Failure

Criterion’’. The proposed modification seems to be

justified the more as the titles of all other ISRM

Suggested Methods for rock failure criteria include the

names of their authors.

7. When discussing the difference in the ultimate strength

of rocks under r2 = r3 and r2 = r1 conditions in

Sect. 4, the Authors refer only to papers by 9 and 4.

Unfortunately, they seem not to have noticed the work by

6, who was the first to conduct the most carefully

designed and highly accurate experimental studies on the

effect of intermediate principal stress, testing solid

cylindrical samples of Westerly granite, Dunham dolo-

mite and Solnhofen limestone under conventional triax-

ial compression and reduced triaxial extension

conditions. Moreover, the data obtained by Handin,

Heard and Magouirk are of a rather poor quality. When

examined closely, they do not provide clear evidence of

the effect of r2 on the strength of rocks (see 8, pp 53–54).

8. I am of the opinion that the list of references in the

Suggested Method should be extended by adding Mogi’s

book on experimental rock mechanics [8] in which the

results of all true triaxial testing experiments conducted

by Mogi in his laboratory at the University of Tokyo in

the years 1969–1978 are presented and discussed in great

detail. In particular, Chapter 3 in Mogi’s book is still the

most comprehensive source of information on almost all

aspects of the strength behavior of rocks under true

triaxial compression conditions.

Fig. 1 Results of triaxial tests carried out by 7, 8 on samples of

Dunham dolomite, fitted using Mogi’s power-law failure criterion: a,

data from triaxial compression tests where r2 = r3 (axisymmetric

stress conditions); b, data from true triaxial compression tests

(r2 = r3); c, a and b data sets combined together
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9. The lists of symbols given at the beginning of the

Suggested Method should be extended by adding Co (the

uniaxial compressive strength) and q (q = (1 ? sin/)/

(1 - sin/)).

Should the document discussed here be a regular paper,

I would probably have refrained from commenting on it.

However, the ISRM Suggested Methods are documents of

a different nature; they offer suggestions and recommen-

dations that are also meant for users who may not neces-

sarily be familiar with the details of the particular subject.

In this respect, the information provided in them should be

as precise and accurate as possible. Of course, the short-

comings pointed out above are not of critical importance.

However, it may be useful to correct them.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, dis-

tribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author(s) and the source are credited.
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Fig. 2 Results of triaxial tests carried out by 2 on samples of

Westerly granite, fitted using Mogi’s power-law failure criterion:

a data from triaxial compression tests where r2 = r3 (axisymmetric

stress conditions), b data from true triaxial compression tests

(r2 = r3); c, a and b data sets combined together
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